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QUESTION 1

A solution developer needs to import a WSDL into an Application. The WSDL references a set of XML Schemas that
contain xsd:import statements as well as xsd:redefine statements. What happens when the solution developer imports
this WSDL into an Application? 

A. The XSDs are imported without error into the main application 

B. A pop-up dialog appears asking the developer how to resolve the redefine statements. 

C. The WSDL and XSDs are imported, but errors appear saying that redefines are not supported. 

D. The WSDL is imported into the main application, the XSDs are imported into a dependent Library 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A solution developer creates a message flow that includes an XSLTransform node. The node property specifies that the
XSL style sheet is to be cached. The solution developer deploys the XSL style sheet in the BAR file with the message
flow. Subsequently, the style sheet needs to be revised. How does the solution developer enable the message flow to
use the revised style sheet? 

A. Use the mqsicacheadmin command to refresh the cache with the new style sheet. 

B. Update the BAR file with the modified style sheet and redeploy it. 

C. Update the style sheet in the Application Development view of the Toolkit. Once the changes are saved, the style
sheet is reloaded automatically by any message flows that use it. 

D. Update the style sheet in the directory specified by the Style sheet directory property of the XSLTransform node.
Once the changes are saved, the style sheet is reloaded automatically by any message flows that use it. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A solution developer creates a new broker instance containing the default execution group. The solution developer
attempts to create a second execution group within the same broker and the operation fails. To correct the issue, the
solution developer must: 

A. upgrade the broker because it is running in Trial Edition mode. 

B. upgrade the broker because it is running in Standard Edition mode. 

C. run the default configuration wizard before creating the second execution group. 

D. stop the first execution group from processing messages before the second execution group can be created. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A message flow that uses an SAPRequest node is reporting an expired password error in the system log. Which
command does the solution developer need to issue to update the expired password? 

A. mqsicvp 

B. mqsisetdbparms 

C. mqsichangebroker 

D. mqsichangeproperties 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A solution developer has completed a message flow unit test using the Integrated Test Client for a local broker
deployment. There is now a requirement to test the same message flow from the Test Client for a remote broker. What
must the solution developer do to support a remote broker deployment? 

A. 1. Choose Change Broker from Event menu 

2.

 Select the broker from list 

3.

 Click Finish 

B. 1. Select the Event tab 

2.

 Click Change button 

3.

 Click Connect to Remote Broker button 

4.

 Enter the connection details 

5.

 Click Finish 

C. 1. Select the Configuration tab 

2.
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 Click Change button 

3.

 Click Connect to Broker button 

4.

 Enter the connection details 

5.

 Click Finish 

D. 1. Select the Configuration tab 

2.

 Click Change button 

3.

 Click Connect to Remote Broker button 

4.

 Enter the connection details 

5.

 Click Finish 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

In the figure, Project1 is a Message Broker Project that contains two message flows, Flow1 and Flow2. Project1
references Lib1 library. Flow1 and Flow2 use Error_handler subflow. The solution developer created two BAR files,
Flow1Artifacts.bar for Flow1 and Flow2Artifacts.bar for Flow2 artifacts, and deployed the two BAR files to the same
execution group. 
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After deployment, a defect is found in Flow2 and the solution developer adds more logging information to the
Error_handler subflow to better understand the issue. The solution developer then rebuilds the BAR file
Flow2Artifacts.bar and deploys it. What is the expected outcome? 

A. Flow2 captures the changes and Flow1 generates a runtime exception. 

B. Flow1 captures the changes and Flow2 generates a runtime exception. 

C. Flow1 and Flow2 capture the new Error_handler subflow logging information. 

D. Only Flow2 captures the changes and Flow1 continues to use the old Error_handler subflow logging information. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A solution developer has deployed a message flow containing the DatabaseRetrieve node. The connection properties to
the database were created using the mqsicreateconfigurableservice command. The solution developer has been told
that the database is to be relocated to a different server. How should the connection properties be updated by the
solution developer to reflect the new server? 

A. Run mqsisetdbparms. 

B. Run mqsichangebroker. 

C. Run mqsichangeproperties. 
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D. Use a context sensitive menu in the Broker view of the Toolkit. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A solution developer implemented a message flow for a book store company which receives an XML input message.
The input message is formed according to an XML schema supplied by the client and used by several other applications
owned by the company. The input node uses XMLNSC parser to parse the input message. The image below depicts a
sample XML input message. According to business needs, the bookDetails elements and all of its children are not
referenced by the code. Performance test for the flow showed a significant time spent in message parsing time
especially for large messages. 

What should the solution developer do to enhance the message parsing time ? 

A. Use the MRM parser instead. 
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B. Set the parse timing to Complete. 

C. Set the parse timing option to On Demand. 

D. Add the bookDetails element to the XMLNSC parse Opaque elements 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 9

To create a message definition, a solution developer has performed the following steps: 1.Create a new message set
2.Create a new message definition file 3.Add a Tagged/Delimited String (TDS) physical format to the message set
4.Import a COBOL copybook 5.Add a Custom Wire Formats (CWF) physical format to the message set 6.Import a C
header file Which of the following is true? 

A. The message definition file created in step 2 contains no logical definitions. 

B. The message definition file created in step 2 does not support any physical formats. 

C. The length of the fields on the TDS format in the C message definition are not set. 

D. The length of the fields on the CWF format in the COBOL message definition are not set. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A school website needs to retrieve student records from its PeopleSoft system. The broker needs to be configured to
utilize PeopleSoft JAR files. How should the solution developer implement this requirement? 

A. Place the PeopleSoft provided files on the broker runtime file system and run : mqsichangebroker -l -v  

B. Place the PeopleSoft provided files on the broker runtime file system and run: mqsichangeproperties -c EISProviders
-o PeopleSoft -n jarsURL - v  

C. Configure the broker to use the files that came with the installation and run: mqsichangeproperties -c EISProviders -o
PeopleSoft -n jarsURL - v\adapters\prereqs\jars 

D. Configure the application to use the relevant JAR files by adding external dependencies to the message broker
application in the Toolkit during development. The Toolkit will bundle these JAR files within the Broker Archive (BAR) file
for deployment. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A message flow developer needs to create a message definition to model a COBOL document that starts with the
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following definition. 

Using the MRM-TDS physical format, what type of message model should the solution developer create? 

A. A single message definition that contains a tagged/fixed length choice. 

B. A single message definition that contains a tagged/fixed length sequence. 

C. Two message definitions, one tagged/delimited and one tagged/fixed length. 

D. Two message definitions, both tagged/fixed length. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A message flow with a JMSInput node receives a message with a blank Message Domain. The message is a
TextMessage and does not include a JMSType header. Which domain parser should the solution developer expect the
broker to use? 

A. XML 

B. BLOB 

C. XMLNSC 

D. JMSStream 

Correct Answer: A 
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